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FEATURES
Complete Log/Antilog Amplifier

External Components Not Required;
Internal Reference; Temperature Compensated

6 Decades Current Operation - 1nA to 1mA
1/2% max Error - 10nA to 100IlA
1%.max Error -1nA to 1mA

4 Decades Voltage Operation - 1mV to 10V
1/2% max Error - 1mV to 1V
1% max Error - 1mV to 10V

APPLI CATIONS
Log Current or Voltage
Antilog Voltage
Data Compression or Expansion
Absorbence Measurements
Computing Powers and Log Ratios

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Model 755 is a complete dc logarithmic amplifier consisting of
an accurate temperatUre compensated antilog element, and a
low bias current FET amplifier. In addition to offering l20dB
of current logging (lnA to lmA) and 80dB of voltage logging
Om V to lOV), the 755 featUres exceptionally low bias currents
of lOpA and l51lVfC voltage drift to satisfy most wide range
applications. Conformance to ideal log operation is held to
:!:l% over its total120dB current range (lnA to lmA), with
:!:O.5%conformity guaranteed over an 80dB range (lOnA to
lOOIlA). Two models are available, model 755N and model
755P. The N version computes the log of positive input signals
and the P version computes the log of negative input signals.

Advanced design techniques and improved component se-
lection are used to obtain exceptionally good performance.
For example, the use of monolithic devices greatly reduces the
influence of temperatUre variations. Offering both log and anti-
log operation, model 755's price and performance are especial-
ly attractive as an alternative to in-house designs of OEM appli-
cations. This log design also improves significantly over com-
petitive designs in price, performance, and package size.

MAJORIMPROVEMENTSINI~
For most low level applications, the input bias current los' is
especially critical, since it is the major source of error when
processing low level currents. At lnA of input current there is
an error contribution of 1% for every lOpA of los' Recognizing
the importance of this parameter, bias current of model 755 is
maintained below lOpA.
APPLICATIONS

When connected in the current or voltage logging configura-
tion, as shown in Figure I, the model 755 may be used in
several key applications. A plot of input current versus output
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voltage is also presented to illustrate the log amplifier's trans-
fer characteristics.
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Figure 1. Functional Block Diagramand Transfer Function
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SPECIFICATIONS(typical @+25°Cand :!:15Vdc unless otherwise noted)

MODEL

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Currenl Mode

Vollage Mode

Anlilog Mode

TRANSFER FUNCTION PARAMETERS
Seak FaClor (K) Sel«tions'. ,

ElTor @ +ZS.C

vs. T<mpc:rarur< (0 10 +70.C)
Rrler<ncc: Voltage (EaEF)'

ElTor @ +ZS.C

vs. T<mpc:rarute (0 to +70.C)
Rd<r<nee Current (lREF)'

ElTor@ +ZS'C

vs. T<mpc:rarur< (0 to +70.C)

LOG CONFORMITY ERROR

~ ~ Range
IDA to 10M
10M to 100I<A
100I<A to ImA
IDA to lmA

ImV to IV
IV to 10V

INPUT SPECIFICATIONS

CulTCnt Signal Range
Modd 7SSN
Model 7SSP

Max Safe Input CulTCnt
Bias CulTCnt 8 +ZS'C

vs. T<mpc:rarur< (0 to +70.C)
Voltage Signal Range (Log Mode)

Model7SSN
Model7SSP

Voltage Signal Range. Antilog Mode
Model 7SSN, 7SSP

Offset Voltage @ +ZS'C (AdjuStable to 0)
vs. T<mpc:rarure (0 to +70.C)
vs. Supply Voltage

FREQUENCY RESPONSE, Sinewave
Small Signal Bandwidth, -3dB

!sIC . IDA
!sIC . IlIA

!sIC . 10JtA

!sIC . ImA

RISE TIME

In<rcasing Inpul Current
lOnA..o loonA
100nA to IlIA
IlIA to ImA

Decreasing Input CulTent
lmA to IlIA
IlIA to 1000A
100nA to 10M

INPUT NOISE

Voltage. 10Hz to l!>kHz
CulTCnt. 10Hz to 10kHz

OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS'

Rated Output
Voltage
Current

Log Mode
Antilog Mode

Resistance

POWER SUPPLY
Rated PcrlolTftancc

Opc:rating
CulTml, Quiescent

TEMPERATURE RANGE
Rated PerfOlTftancc

Opcntinc
Storage

CASE SIZE

7SSN/P OUTLINE DIMENSIONS
Dimensionsshown in inchesand (mml.
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I. I. 2/3 VoltlD«ade
!I% max
!O.04%i"C max
O.IV
!]% max
!O.l%tC max
101lA
!]% max
W.I%tC mox

R.T.I.

U%max
!O.S% max
U% max
!I% max

R.T.D. (K . J)

!4.3mV max
U.17mV max
!4.3mV max
!4.3mV max

IOITOWV'fW --' Lo.. .0'0
IIIUI

.Optional 100k!1 external trim pot - ADI PN79PR 100k.
Input offset voltage may be adjusted to zero with trim pot

connected as shown. With trim terminal 9 left open, input offset
voltage will be :l:O.4mV maximum.

+lnA 10 -lmA miD
-IDA to -lmA miD
!IOmA max

(0, -) IOpA max
.I/-IO.C

MATING SOCKET ACIO16

-lmV to -IOV miD
-lmV to -JOY miD

-1< ESIG <Z
K

Hoo"V max
us"vtc max
!IS"V/%

TRANSFER CURVES

80Hz
10kHz
40kHz
100kHz
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400",
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Plot of Output Voltage vs Input Current for Model 755
Connected in the Log Mode
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

Log operation is obtained by placing the antilog element in the
feedback loop of the op amp as shown in Figure 1. At the
summing junction, terminal 5, the input signal current to be
processed is summed with the output current of the antilog
element. To attain a balance of these two currents, the op amp
provides the required output voltage to the antilog feedback
element. Under these conditions the ideal transfer equation
(K =1) is:

eOUT =1V loglo ISIG/IREF

The log is a mathematical operator which is defined only for
numbers, which are dimensionless quantities. Since an input
current would have the dimensions of amperes it must be
referenced to another current, IREF' the ratio being dimension-
less. For this purpose a temperature compensated reference of
10pA is generated internally.

The scale factor, K, is a multiplying constant. For a change In
input current of one decade (decade =ratio of 10: I), the out-

put changes by K volts. K may be selected as 1V or 2V by
connecting the output to pin 1 or 2, respectively. If the output
is connected to both pins 1 and 2. K will be 2I3V.

A graph of the ideal transfer function for model 755 N is
presented in Figure 2, for one decade of operation. Although
specific values of iin and eout are presented for n = I, other
values may be plotted by varying n.
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Figure 2. Input vs. Output for Any One Decade
of Operation

REFERRING ERRORS TO INPUT

A unique property of log amplifiers is that a dc error of any
given amount at the output corresponds to a constant percent
of the input, regardless of input level. To illustrate this, con-
sider the output effects due to changing the input by 1%.

The output would be:

Cout =1V log 10 ([SIG IIREF)( 1.01) which is equivalent to:

CoUt = 1V logl 0 ISIG/IREF :tl V loglo 1.01-
Initial Value Change

.-.0IIII. - --- - --

The change in output, due to a 1% input change is a constant
value of :t4.3mV. Conversely, a dc error at the output of
:!:4.3mV is equivalent to a change at the input of 1%. An
abbreviated table is presented below for converting between
errors referred to output (R.T.O.), and errors referred to
input (R.T.I.).

Table 1. Converting Output Error in mV to Input Error in %
NOTE:
Data may be interpolated with reasonable accuracy, for small errors by
adding various values of N and their corresponding R.T.O. terms. That
is, for N =25% and K = I, combine 2% and 0.5% terms to obtain
10.77mV.

SOURCES OF ERROR

When applying the model 755, a firm understanding of error
sources associated with log amplifiers is beneficial for achieving
maximum performance. The definitions, limitations and com-
pensation techniques for errors specified on log amplifiers will
be discussed here.

Log Conformity Error - Log conformity in logarithmic de-
vices is a specification similar to linearity in linear devices. Log
conformity error is the difference between the value of the
transfer equation and the actual value which occurs at the ou t-
put of the log module, after scale factor. reference and offset
errors are eliminated or taken into account. For model 755, the
best linearity performance is obtained in the middle 4 decades
(lOnA to 100pA). For this range, log conformity error is
:to.5% R.T.I. or 2.17mV R.T.O. To obtain optimum per-
formance, the input data should be scaled to this range.

Offset Voltage (Eos) - The offset voltage, Eos' of model 755
is the offset voltage of the internal FET amplifier. This voltage
appears as a small dc offset voltage in series with the input
terminals. For current logging applications, its error contribu-
tion is negligible. However, for log voltage applications, best
performance is obtained by an offset trim adjustment.

Offset Current ([os) - The offset current, los' of model 755
is the bias current of the internal FET amplifier. This para-
meter can be a significant source of error when processing sig-
nals in the nanoamp region. For this reason, los' for model
755, is held within a conservative 10pA max.

Reference Current (IREF) - IREF is the internally generated

current source to which all input currents are compared. IREF
tolerance errors appear as a dc offset at the outpu t. The speci-
fied value of IREF is :t3%, referred to the input, and, from
Table I, corresponds to a dc offset of :t12.84mV, for K = 1.
This offset is independent of input signal and may be removed
by injecting a current into terminal 1 or 2.
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TABLE 1
Error R.T.I. Error R.T.O.

(N) K=1 K=2 K = 2/3

0.1% 0.43mV 0.86mV 0.28mV
0.5 2.17 4.34 1.45
1.0 4.32 8.64 2.88
3.0 12.84 25.68 8.56
4.0 17.03 34.06 11.35
5.0 21.19 42.38 14.13

10.0 41.39 82.78 27.59OBSOLETE



Reference Voltage (EREF) - EREF IS(he effective internally
generated voirage (0 which all inpu ( voltages are compared.
[t is related co [REF through the equation:
EREF =[REF x Rio' where Rio is an internal lOkil, precision
resistor. Virtually all colerance in EREF is due co IREF' Conse-
quenrly, variations in [REF cause a shift in EREF"

Scale Factor (K) - Scale facrar is the voltage change at the
output for a decade (i.e., 10: 1) change at the input, when
connected in the log mode. Error in scale faccor is equivalent
to a change in gain, or slope, and is specified in per cent of the
nominal value. An external adjustment may be performed if
fine trimming is desired for improved accuracy.
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EXTERNALADJUSTMENTS FOR LOG
OPERATION (OPTIONAL)
Trimming Eos - The amplifier's offset voltage, Eos' may be
trimmed for improved accuracy with the model 755 connected
in its log circuit. To accomplish this, a 100kil, 10 turn pot is
connected as shown in Figure 3, and the input terminal, pin 4,
is connected to ground. Under these conditions the output
voltage is:

eout =-Kloglo Eos/EREF

To obtain an offset voltage of lOOIlVor less, for K = I, the trim
pot should be adjusted until the output voltage is betWeen +3
and +4 volts for model 755N, and -3 co -4V for model 755P.

For other values of K, the trim pot should be adjusted for an
output of eout =3 x K to 4 x K where K is the scale facrar.
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.~I, Figure 3. Trimming EOS in Log Mode

REFERENCE CURRENT OR REFERENCE VOLTAGE
The reference current or voltage of model 755 may be shifted
by injecting a constant curren;: into the unused scale factor
terminal (pin 1 or pin 2). Each 6611A of current injected will
shift the reference one decade, in accordance with the

expression: II =66llA log ?-OllA/IREF'where I, = current to
be injected and IREF =the desired reference current.

By changing IREF' there is a corresponding change in EREF
since, EREF =IREF x Rio' An alternate method for rescaling
EREF is to connect an external Rin' at the Iin terminal (pin 5)
ra supplant the lOkil supplied internally (leaving it uncon-
nected). The expression for EREF is then, EREF = RinIREF'
Care must be taken to choose Rin such that (ein max)/Rin
~lmA.

Scale Factor (K) Adjustment - Scale factor may be increased
from its nominal value by inserting a series resistor betWeen
the output terminal, pin 3, and either terminal 1 or 2. The
table below should be consulted when making these scale
factor changes.
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TABLE 2

Range of K Connect Series
R to Pin

Value of R Note

1
1
2

15kn x (K - 213) use pins 1, 2
15kn x (K - 1) use pin 1

15kilx(K-2) use pin 2

2I3Vto 1.01V
1.01 V to 2.02V
> 2.02V

.:;

Table 2. Resistor Selection Chart for Shifting Scale Factor
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ANTILOG OPERATION

The model 755 may be used (0 develop the antilog of the

input voltage when connected as shown in Figure 4. The antilog
transfer function (an exponential), is:

eout = EREF 10-ein/K

~

.os .OS COM ,.*

Figure 4. Functional Black Diagram

Principle of Operation - The antilog element converts the
voltage input, appearing at terminal 1 or 2, to a current which
is proportional to the antilog of the applied voltage. The
current-to-voltage conversion is then completed by the feed-
back resistor 4t a closed-loop op amp circuit.

A more complete expression for the antilog function is:

eout = EREF 10-cin/K + Eos

The terms K, EOS' and EREF are those described previously
in the LOG section.

Offset Voltage(Eos) Adjustment - Although offset voltage
of the antilog circuit may be balanced by connecting it in the
log mode, and using the technique described previously, it may
be more advantageous to use the circuit of Figure 5. In this
configuration, offset voltage is equal to eout/lOO. Adjust for
the desired null, using the lOOk trim pot. After adjusting, tUrn
power off, remove the external100il resistor, and the jumper
from pin 1 to +l5V. For 755P, use the same procedure but
connect pin 1 to -15V.

Figure 5. Trimming EOS in Antilog Made

Reference Voltage (EREF) Adjustment - [n antilog operation,
the voltage reference appears as a multiplying constant. EREF
adjustment may be accomplished by connecting a resistor, R,
from pin S to pin 3, in place of the internal lOkil. The value
of R is determined by:

R = EREFdesired/lO-s A

Scale Factor (K) Adjustment - The scale factor may be ad-
justed for all values of K greater than 2/3V by the techniques
described in the log section. [f a value of K, less than 2/3V is
desired for a given Ilpplication, an external op amp would be
required as shown in Figure 6. The ratio of the two resistors is
approximately:

RlIRG =(IlK - 1) where K = desired scale factor

.os ." "'" ..*

Figure 6. Method for Adjusting K<2/3V
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